holomorphy which have the properties far from Stein spaces. In order to make the points of difficulties clear, we have to restrict our considerations to the M with the following condition (A) and special kinds of domains of holomorphy on M. The condition (A) is stated as follows:
(A) There exists a resolution of the singularity M of M, ti M-*M with the following properties: There exist a non-singular compact algebraic curve A and two complex line bundles F and G such that M is isomorphic to F@G and T~1(p 0 ) is nothing but the zero section.
We write the natural projection n: F®G-*A. In the following we fix a fine covering {F A } of A and Z A denotes the local coordinate parameter on F A and £ A (resp. rj x ) denotes the fibre coordinate of F (resp. G). Also by H and H, we denote the divisor which is defined by ^ = 0 and the analytic set i(H) in M respectively. For the description of desired domains, we prepare the following definition:
Definition (0.1). (1) A function <P defined on U -A, where U is a neighborhood of the zero section, is called a conoid function of type (k, I) along A if it is expressed as on where {a^} is a C^-metric on U of n*(F k ®G~l) and {bj} (resp. {C A })
is a non-negative C^-section on U of 7T*(G S ®G S ) (resp. 7i*(F r By this we make the following definition:
Definition (0.2). A^ is called a simple domain if there exists a conoid function ^ at p 0 such that for every small neighborhood U of p 0 , (i) AnU={^<£} for some positive constant & and (ii) there exists one and only one connected component & of A_ n U with p 0
In §2, we will give several examples of simple domains which are explicitly written on M. Although the definition of simple domains looks artificial, it seems to the author that other domains of holomorphy which are easily constructed may be Stein in a small neighborhood of
Po-
Now we state our Main Theorem:
Main Theorem. Under the condition (A), simple domains are domains of holomorphy if and only if they are L-manifolds.
Here we describe the outline of the proof of Main Theorem. First we show that simple domains of holomorphy are normal conoids (see Theorem I in § 1). As for the definition of normal conoids, see Definition (1.6). We note that it is defined only by using the property of M. From this, by using the resolution of the singularity of indeterminancy of the characteristic function $* (see Definition (1.6)), we can construct the B-resolution A* of A^ in the canonical manner. Secondly we shall make a weakly 1-complete function on A* by using Lemma (3.5) (see Theorem II, IV). Finally we discuss the algebra of holomorphic functions on A* by using the results obtained in the previous paper (see Theorem III in § 1) .
The author would express his hearty thanks to Professors S. Nakano, S. litaka and H. Then we have a neighborhood system of p 0 on M. Let (1) (2) (3) In the following, a domain on a complex manifold is assumed to be a relatively compact domain without mentioning it. 
and (ii) there exists one and only one connected component Q' d of QnV d (A) satisfying AadQ' d . (2) Q is called a simple conoid along A if there exist a conoid function such that (0 there exist e and d satisfying and (ii) for any point p e Q n V S (A), there exists S 0 (which may depend on the choice of p) satisfying where F • = {q e V S (A) : ^(q) = <^,(p)} and rj"« = rjn ^(A) and (in) for every small 5, there exists one and only one connected component Q' d of On V d with AadQ' d .
We note that AadQ. In the following, a simple domain Q on M is assumed to have a boundary of a real submanifold of C°°~class of codimension one except A.
Here we define special kinds of conoid functions and conoid domains which are determined only by the resolution manifold M: Let c,(F-')=/ and c 1 (G-1 ) = 0, where c { (E) is the first chern class of a complex line bundle E on A.
Choosing a pair of natural numbers k 0 and / 0 by the condition that fk 0 = gl Q and /c 0 and / 0 have no common multiple other than 1, we consider a complex line bundle
Then we see that E M is a topologically trivial line bundle on A. By a well known lemma, we can choose suitable fibre coordinates £ A and J/ A of F and G respectively so that E M is expressed as {e A/ J with |e A J = l.
In the following we fix such coordinates. Then (2) The definition of domains of holomorphy on a complex manifold M is independent of the one of domains of holomorphy given in Definition (2.5) in O. Suzuki [10] .
As for pseudoconvex domains we state the following Proposition which is due to T. Nishino [8] :
Proposition (1.8) 8 Let Q be a domain on a complex manifold M and let S be a divisor on M. If Q -S is a pseudoconvex domain, then Q is also a pseudoconvex domain.
Because A^ is a domain of holomorphy, we see
Proposition (1,9). A=i~1(A) is a domain of holomorphy and so is a pseudoconvex domain on M.
By using these notations we state our main results of this paper. ]"" is positive for some n.
Theorem I. Suppose that M and H satisfy the condition (A). If A^ is a simple domain which is a domain of holomorphy, then
As for the definition of weakly 1-complete manifolds and notations on complex line bundles, see §3 in O. Suzuki [10] .
Remark. Because A% is a relatively compact domain on M*, so we may assume that [r]""®^^1* is also positive on A*, where X M * denotes the canonical line bundle of M*.
Here we consider the algebra of holomorphic functions on A%. A topological trivial line bundle E is called of finite order (resp. infinite order) if £®£®---®£ (/c-times tensor product) is analytically trivial (not analytically trivial) with some k(k^0) (resp. for any k , A is a domain of holomorphy in the sense of H. Grauert and R. Remmert [5] , i.e., the ^-hulle of A_ is identical with A^ (for the definition, see H. Kerner [7] ). But A_ is not a domain of holomorphy in the sense of H. Kerner [7] . §2. Normal Conoids Which Are Domains of Holomorphy
In this section we consider a Stein space M with the condition (A) and an analytic set H in M which is defined in Introduction. Moreover, we assume that E M is of infinite order. The purposes of this section are to give some characterizations of normal conoids which are domains of holomorphy and to give their examples. Only in this section, domains are assumed to have C°°-boundaries of real submanifolds of codimension one except p 0 , or intersections of such a kind of domains.
First we give some examples of normal conoids. By Theorem I we see that simple domains which are domains of holomorphy are normal. [10] ).
Proof. (v)=>(iv)
. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 5 in O. Suzuki [10] . (iv)=>(iii). Setting ff = t;°u 9 we see that cr(I) = p 0 . Let ]". The convex hull of K with respect to this subalgebra is denoted by K (n) . Then we see that K (n) -Z<£A* (see (3.12) in O. Suzuki [10] ). For fe (9 (Itn) (A*\ a-i*(/) e0(2l) and {<r **(/)} make a certain subalgebra of 0(4). The convex hull of K with respect to this subalgebra is nothing but 0(K (n) ), which is ^-compact. Hence K is also *-compact. (iii)=>(ii). Let K be a compact set in 4-For qeA^-K, there exists a holomorphic function fe(9(A) such that !/(<?)!> ll/li x . This holds on a small neighborhood of q. Now fix an arbitrary constant d (<5>0 Then we see that for any point p e U(q) n A and any sequence { p n } with p n eJ and p n -*p, we see that ^CpJ-^oo, which implies that J is pseudoconvex at p. Finally we show that (i) implies (v). If A^ is a domain of holomorphy, then A is pseudoconvex by Proposition (1.9). Then by Theorems II, III, IV, we see that A_ is an L-manifold. We finish this section with giving some examples of L-manifolds. The first ones are as follows:
Proposition (2.15). Every A d (f, e) is an L-manifold and is a domain of holomorphy for every pair of d and e.
Proof. By the construction of A d (f, e), we see that it is a weakly *-complete domain. Also by (2.7), it is a normal conoid. Then by Theorem (2.12), we prove the assertion.
Secondly we are concerned with some examples of simple domains which are explicitly expressed on M. For this we assume that M is nothing but the Remmert reduction of M, i.e., M=Spec0(M). Then T is expressed as follows:
and HJ and nij are non-negative integers. We assume that n^O for j'=l, 2,..., r. For a sufficiently large n, H is expressed as
H:{hj=0},
where hj = <ft\z JijJ (; = 1, 2,. . ., s) .
We define h } by A,-=T*^. Proof is easy and may be omitted. Choosing suitable <p ls q> 2 , we can construct simple domains which are domains of holomorphy.
Proposition (2 B 17). // T*((£>) = (P is a pseudoconvex function on M -H, then A 8iE is a domain of holomorphy if it is a normal conoid.
This follows from Theorem (2.12), (ii).
By using this proposition, we construct simple domains which are domains of holomorphy with the explicit representations: Proposition (2.18). Let d (resp. e) be the 1. c.m of n-} (resp. mj). 
Set $=(P1

7). §3. Lemmas on Pseudoconvex Domains on a Complex Manifold
In this section, M is assumed to be a Stein space with an isolated singularity and the condition (A) is not assumed on M without mentioning it. Every domain A_ on M is assumed to be a domain of holomorphy. The main difficulties in the proofs of Theorems stated in § 1 lie in the proof of (1) in Theorem II. The purpose of this section is to prepare a lemma (see Lemma (3.5)) which is an essential step in its proof. First we state the following lemma concerning pseudoconvex domains on a complex manifold, which is due to A. Takeuchi [11] .
Lemma (3.1). Let M be a complex manifold with a real analytic kahler metric and let D be a pseudoconvex domain on M. For two points p and q, we denote the distance between p and q by d(p, q) and we set d(p)= inf d(p, q) and cp(p) = -log d(p)
for peD.
qedD
Then cp(p) is a complete function and the infimum of the eigen values of the Hessian of cp on D is bounded below by a real constant p, where p is determined only by D.
The isolated singularity of M is denoted by j? 0 . Then we have the following 
Corollary (3.3). If a domain of holomorphy A_ is not Stein, then p Q must be contained in dA^.
Here we consider the A on M treated in §1. By Proposition (1.9), A is a pseudoconvex domain. Because [S]"
1 is positive, we can choose a real analytic kahler metric on M. By using Lemma (3.1) we can prove the following
Proposition (3.4). For any neighborhood V of S, there exists a function cp on A such that (1) cp is of C^-class, (2) cp is s-pseudoconvex on A -V and for any boundary point qedA -V and for any sequence {q n }, q n eA with q n -*q,
Here we remark on the analytic set H:
The rest of this section is devoted to show the following lemma:
Lemma (3.5). Let M and S be a complex manifold with a real analytic kahler metric and a divisor on M respectively. Let D be a domain in M. Suppose that D satisfies the following three conditions. Then we see that D is a weakly l-complete manifold. (i) DnS^0 holds and [S]"
1 is positive on M.
(
ii) D is a pseudoconvex domain whose boundary is a real one codimensional submanifold of C^-class except S D dD. (iii) There exists an open set Q (Q^D) such that (1) DnS=GnS
and ( Proof. First we choose a positive constant R sufficiently large so that Kc{rj<R}. Next making e so small that we may assume that any connected component of {rj<R}nV E contains exactly one of the connected components of {rj<R} n S and If we choose e with e<e, the above condition is also satisfied for e. For such a fixed e, we choose e' and e" with 0<e"<e'<e and choose a C°°-funetion p £ (0^p fi ?gl) with the following property: In § 5 we will use monoidal transforms repeatedly to resolve singularities of indeterminancy of characteristic functions (see § 1). There we will consider the signs of certain kinds of line bundles in detail. For this we have to fix local coordinates on a complex manifold which is obtained by forming monoidal transforms.
Let M be a 3-dimensional complex manifold with the condition (A) (see Introduction) and let S and H be non-singular divisors in M which are defined by £={(^ = 0} and H={rj^ = Q} respectively. The condition (A) is stated as follows: 
From this we make the following
Definition (4.4). (i) The smallest integer cr(cr^l) satisfying a-f g is called a ^-characteristic number of (S, H). The obtained pseudoconvex function (4.2) is called a a-characteristic function. Moreover, tf ^'f~9 holds, then (S, H) is called a a-complete pair. If not so, it is called a a-incomplete pair, (ii) The largest integer T (ig;0) satisfying f^t-g is called -^-characteristic number of (S, H). The obtained pseudoconvex function (4.3) is called a ^-characteristic function. Also T-complete pairs and ^-incomplete pairs are defined.
In what follows we use the following notations: For a complex line bundle E 9 we write E>0 (resp. E<Q or £=0) if c l (E)>0 (resp. c l 
(E)<Q or c l (E) = Q).
Now we form a monoidal transform <2 (1) : M (1) -»M with center A. Let P be a rational curve and F (1) and F (2) be a canonical covering of P whose inhomogeneous coordinates are denoted by ti (1) and w (2) respectively. We define a negative line bundle T: JF-»P by ^1) = i/( 2 )- When m^2 5 there remain singularities of indeterminancy on A^9 wherê 4 (1) = {£(!{ = 0} n {wlji = 0}. We form monoidal transform with center A (l) again, which is denoted by g (2) : M (2) -»M (1) . Replacing CA an( i *?A by ^]{ and M^j^ respectively in the previous construction, we make a local coordinate covering {C/lf 2 } of M (2) . Local coordinates Z A , ^^2, M iJ2 are determined so that Q (2) is expressed as ^l]i = ^i] 2 and u[]\ = £JtJ2MJtji on C/i] 2 . Then the identification rule is given in the similar manner as (4.5). We see that "" on U
where Q™ = Q (2 
fQ (l ).
Repeating this process j-times, we obtain a complex manifold M U) and a local coordinate covering {U^} of M (j -} whose local coordinates are denoted by Z A , ^^j, U A^ in the similar manner. The identification rule is given as follows: We have the following Here we form Q (2) : M (2) ->M (1) with center A (1) 
Proposition (4.11). (i) // (S, H) is a a-complete pair, then (1)
Lemma (5.3). Suppose that M satisfies G4) (0 ), (#) (0) flfld ^ satisfies (C) (0) . If A is a domain of holomorphy, then we have (/) In the case where g^f, we have (i) if (S, H) is a a-complete pair, then there exist s and 6 such that where (p fftl is the ^-characteristic function of (S, H), (if) if (S, JFf) is a a-incomplete pair and erg: 2, then there exist s and 5 such that where (p ff -i t i is a conoid function. (//) In the case where f^g, we have (i) if (S, H) is a ^-complete pair 9 then there exist e and 5 such that where cp 1>t is the ^-characteristic function, (ii) if (S, H) is a i-incomplete pair, then there exist s and d such that where (p liT +i is a conoid function.
By taking account that the characteristic function <£* is identical with the a-(resp. T-)characteristic function in the case where (S, H) is a cr-(resp. incomplete pair (see (1.5)), we have 
Corollary (5.4). In the case of (i) in (/) or (i) in (II), Theorem
By assumption A fl L is pseudoconvex and F Eo is s-pseudoconcave at p 0 . Choose a Stein neighborhood U of p 0 in L. Then 17 n A is a Stein manifold. So there exists a holomorphic function /on 17 n A which cannot be continued across p 0 . On the other hand, restricting / to U fl F £o , we see that / is continued across p 0 , which is a contradiction. 
Proof of Lemma (5.3). We prove (i) in (I
We choose a local coordinate covering of M^ as fixed in (II) in §4. We set Then (2 (l) and (2 (1) are drawn in Figure 2 in §4 respectively as follows:
an Figure 3 First we see that A (l) is a pseudoconvex domain by Proposition (1.8).
We prove that A (l} contains a neighborhood of L t n!-,_!. ^\-\ is negative by (i) in Proposition (4.14). Take a complex line bundle which is defined by {w^) = 0} and restrict it to L t fl {"1^1 = 0}. Then we have a positive line bundle. Considering the case j = l in (4.12), we see that the line bundle defined by {^^) = 0} is negative on L t n{M^/=0}. Hence by using Lemma (5.5), every holomorphic function on A (l} -I (l) can be extended at least to {fj$ = 0}. If d^( l) nL, = 0, then L i r\L l^î A (iy So for the proof of (5.7), we may assume that dA w nL l^0 . Then by Lemma (5.6) we see that dA (l} 
Next we consider F t . Then by (i) in Proposition (4.14) F l is non-negative and F l is flat if and only if 1 = 2 and <j=l. Since A is a domain of holomorphy on M, J (0 must contain a neighborhood of L/nL^! by Lemma (5.5). From this we see that every holomorphic function on A^ -Iĉ an be extended to L / U{M^j = 0}. In the case where 1 = 2, the assertion (5.7) is hereby proved. Assume that l>2. In this case we see that F l is positive. By the same discussion as above, we find that L t _ 2 nL i _ 1 c= / d (0 . Repeating this process we can prove (5.7).
Next we prove that
on a small neighborhood of the zero section.
We may assume that a ^2. Let Q (ff) be the resolution of singularities of <p fffl . We choose a local coordinate covering of M (<T) as expressed in (I) in §4. Set d) = (e ((r) " 1 (^i,i<s / ) 0 ) and r (ff) =WL y .
Then O (ff) and O (1) are expressed in Figure 1 in §4 respectively as follows:
We see that A (ff) is a pseudoconvex domain by Proposition (1.8). Since (7^2, £ 0 is positive and F 1 is negative by (4), (i) in Proposition (4.11). So from Lemma (5.5), every holomorphic function on A (ff) -I (a) can be extended to {£l^/ = 0}. As in the proof of (5.7), first we prove that Lj n L 2 <^A (a y So we may assume that dA (ff) nL 1^0 . By Lemma (5.5) we see that dA ((r) fl L 1 =L i n L 2 . By (3) or (4) in Proposition (4.11), F 2 is negative and E± is non-negative and E i is flat if and only if a = 2. In the case where (7 = 2, the assertion is proved. If a>2, then E A is positive. And by Proposition (4.11) F 3 is negative. Then we see that <3/d ((r) n L 2 = L 2 n L 3 by Lemma (5.6). So we see that A (a} contains a neighborhood of L 2 n L 3 . Repeating this process, we prove the assertion (5.8). Here we also prove that 0(J (ff) -Z" (ff) )^0(d (ff) ). So we complete the proof of (i) in (I). Proofs in the other cases can be done in the same manner by using (4.11) and (4.14). We omit them. H) is a <7-complete pair, then the characteristic function 0* is identical with the ^-characteristic function cp ff>l and on a neighborhood of L (T^l nL a is a pseudoconvex function on M (ff) -Mji=o}.
Remark. If (S,
Proof of (II).
We prove only (i) in (II). The proof of (ii) in (II) is almost the same as that of (i) in (II) and is omitted.
By (C) (0) we see that {$ u <e'}c:J on a small neighborhood of A.
We may prove (i) only when />T. Consider the resolution of singularities of indeterminancy of $ u as (II) in §4, which is denoted by M (0 -»M. We set and We see that A (l) is a pseudoconvex domain. Q (l) and O (T) are expressed in Figure 2 respectively as in Figure 5 .
By (1), (2) in (i) in Proposition (4.13), £,_! is negative for /^T+l. Then the complex line bundle which is determined by {wl^ = 0} is positive on X, Proof of Theorem (5.1). We prove our Theorem only in the case where g^f.
The proof for the other case is similar. We express the Euclidian algorithm of / and g as follows :
We prove it in the following cases successively: (Case I) (1) . The case where (S, H) is a <r-complete pair. We see that a = p l and r 1 =0 (see Definition (4.4)). Thus by Corollary (5.4) we prove the assertion. (Case I) (2) (3) in (ii) in Proposition (4.11). Then by Lemma (5.6), we may assume that &d (1) n S (1) = v4 (1) . So if A is a simple domain along A, then J (1) is also a simple domain along ^4(i). Moreover, M (1) , S^, H (1) , y4 (1) and J (1) satisfy the conditions A (0 ), (J3) (0) and (C) (0) near A (1) , which are denoted by G4) (1) , (B) (1) and (C) (1) respectively. Set We see that by (4.7)
rd)
on C/^lL n t/llL and we have
})=f and
The T-characteristic number of (5 (1) , H (1) ) is denoted by T le Then by Ci([S (1 ) 
']~1®[H (1 )'])=f-r l9
we see that T^l.
In the case where p 1 =0, setting S (1) = S and H (1) = H, we find that the T-characteristic number of (S (1) , H (1) ) is also greater than one in this case. Hence for all P! we can choose the T-characteristic number of (S (1) , H (1) ) greater than one. (case II) ( i). The case where (S (1) , H (1) ) is T-complete. We see that f=p 2 (2) . The case where (S (1) , #a)) is t-incomplete pair. By (ii) in (II) in Lemma (5.3), we find that {^i >p2 + i<e}c:^( 1) near A <1} . We form monoidal transforms successively on M (1) p 2 -times, which is denoted by Q (2) : M (2) -»M (1) . The local coordinate covering of M (2) Then we see that M (2) , H (2) , S (2) , A (2 y and J (2) satisfy the conditions G4) (0) , (B) (0) and (C) (0) near A (2) , which are denoted by (A\ 2)9 (B) (2) and (C) (2) . We set 2 / AM """/AM »A/* and Then we see that by (5.12)
AJU
Here we note that r 1 >r 2 .
(Case III) (1) . The case where (S (2) , # (2) ) is cr-complete. We see that r 3 = 0 in (5.9) and cr = p 3 . Then (i) in (I) in Lemma (5.3), we see that {(p p3tl <8}aA (2) . By using
We see that by (5.11) Moreover, by (5.9) and (1.5), we obtain and I 0 =
Then we see that (6 (2)°Q(1) )*(<£*) = <P P3! i-Therefore we obtain (4 A.
(Case III) (2) . The case where (S (2) , H (2) ) is cr-incomplete. As we defined S (1) and H (1) from S and H 9 we define S (3) and H (3) from S (2) and H (2 )> Then we see that
Now we consider general cases. From (Case I) we see that by making Q (3) :
)^/ and c 1 (
and Q (1) is the Pi-times composition of monoidal transforms. From (Case II) we see that by making g (2) : M (2) -»M (1) ]- We infer that there exists a weakly 1 -complete function rj on A, i.e., (2') holds. Then for a point pe7 a (Z)n(4*-Q*), we obtain F*' ®[L (2) ] is negative on M (2) for some n l9 where M (2) = 2(i 1 )(M (1) ) and L (2) = 2(~2 1 )G4(i)). Repeating this process, we obtain a negative line
]" on M* (for implication, see §3 in O. Suzuki [10] ). Next we prove that A* is weakly 1-complete. For this we may prove that A* satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) in Lemma -{h^c}),Z and l/ 5l respectively, we see that (iii) is satisfied. So we find that A* is a weakly 1-complete manifold.
Proof of Theorem III. Because A^ is a Stein space, we prove the assertion. Proof of (ii). In the same manner as in the proof of Proposition (4.4) in O. Suzuki [10] , we see that T is nothing but w(I), where F denotes the closed set which never admit the structure of a complex space (see Introduction in O. Suzuki [10] ). Then A* is a B-resolution of A^ which proves that A_ is an L-manifold (see Introduction in O. Suzuki [10] ).
Proof of (i)
.
